
 

 

 

BIKE RENTAL REGULATIONS 

1. The hereby regulations include the rules, conditions, rights and responsibilities of the persons using the bike 

rental. Upon acceptance of these regulations, it becomes a Contract between Platinum Mountain Hotel & SPA 

and the Renter. 

2. Bikes are equipped with a safety device. 

3. To rent a bike, the following conditions have to be met: 

a) sign a contract on renting a bike and read the respective regulations, accept its content and take over 

a technically efficient bike, 

b) a person under the age of 16 may rent a bike only with the consent of an adult authorized to take care 

of the minor, thus taking full responsibility for the rented bike and the person using it, 

c) a person renting a bike cannot be under the influence of alcohol or other intoxicants, psychotropic 

substances or substitutes within the meaning of the regulations on counteracting drug addiction, or 

other drugs which by definition prohibit or recommend refraining from riding and driving. 

d) 4. The Renter undertakes to: 

e) use the bike and its equipment according to its intended purpose, 

f) return the bike to the rental place, along with the equipment, in a technically efficient and undamaged 

condition, within the time limit consistent with the declared return time, 

g) use the bike for non-commercial purposes alone and exclusively for the personal use of the Renter, 

h) comply with the prohibition on lending the bike to third parties, 

i) refrain from using the bicycle for stunt tricks, racing, etc. and not use the bicycle to pull or push 

anything, 

j) report immediately any problems related to using the bike to the hotel employee and return the 

bicycle in the event of discovering any defect while riding, 

k) refrain from performing any repairs, modifications or replacements of parts in the rented bike on 

one’s own, 

l) cover the costs of repairing the damaged bike or its equipment, resulting from the fault of the Renter, 

m) return the rented bike by 4:00 p.m. on the day of rental, in the event of failure to do so, Platinum 

Mountain Hotel & SPA will charge twice the rental fee as provided in the recreational equipment 

rental protocol signed by the Guest. 

5. In the event of loss of the rented bike or its equipment, the Renter shall immediately notify Platinum 

Mountain Hotel & SPA and cover the costs of purchasing the lost bike or its equipment. 

6. The Renter agrees to cover all damages and penalties related to using a bike resulting from non-compliance 

with the provisions of law in force in Poland, including the ones resulting from the Road Traffic Code. 

7. The Renter bears full responsibility for accidents and any damages resulting from using the rented bike. The 

Renter, being a road participant, is obliged to follow the traffic rules and does so only at his/her own risk. The 

Renter waives any claims against the Platinum Mountain Hotel & SPA regarding accidents, damages or injuries 

incurred while using the rented bikes. 

8. The Renter is solely responsible for any damage caused to third parties related to using the rented bike. 

9. In the case of renting bikes by an organized group, it is necessary to agree the date and number of bikes in 

advance with the hotel employee. 

10. The fee is charged before renting a bike. 

11. The Renter undertakes to comply with the terms and conditions of the Regulations, in particular to pay the 

due fees to Platinum Mountain Hotel & SPA for renting a bike resulting from the price list and to use the bike in 

accordance with the Regulations. 


